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Today I woke in the morning sun with a warming sense of excitement.   It was Friday, the end of the 

working week and I had been working hard all week.  I deserved a day off and today I had one.  The 

sun was shining and the beach was calling.  But the best part of the glow was that I wouldn’t be 

heading off to the beach alone, as I had done on many occasions.  No today I had someone to play 

with - today I had a date. 

The mind is an incredible thing.  We are, throughout our lives, even within one day or within a 

second, at once several different people.   We don’t have multiple personalities but personalities 

with multiple faces;  collective archetypes imprinted in every unconscious mind manifesting in our 

personalities with traits in common.   The mother, the wild child, the wise old man, the author to 

name but a few.  Today, my mind seemed to me like a bus full of excited people all looking forward 

to a day of fun at the beach.   My wild child was firmly, happily in the driving seat.  The wise old man 

sat smiling wisely at the back of the bus and even my nun had rolled up her habit with the promise 

of dipping her toe in the salted waters.   Today was a good day for travelling but not every day on 

the bus is a good one – is it?    Sometimes the people fall out, bicker, heavily debate, have full blown 

arguments about where they want to sit or what to do about major life decisions.  Sometimes the 

people sit silently, others brood, resentful that their voice is not being listened to or heard.  Others 

play peacemakers, proffer words of wisdom like ‘now we can’t all have what we want all of the time 

can we, so let’s just get along as best we can’.   The child within often retreats to the rear, causing 

silent havoc out of the back window – making unruly gestures, pulling faces at innocent others 

passing by.   The saboteur travels underneath the seats, listening, waiting for the most opportune 

moment to pounce into the driving seat, with the will to divert the journey violently off the road to 

career disastrously down the hill in its aim of permanent destruction.  The vicar, sitting piously 

praying for all those mortal misguided, wanting souls who seem not able to just sit down and enjoy 

the ride.  And then there is Grandma.   The only one whom all of the people on the bus tolerate.   

Dear sweet, silly old Grandma.  Confused, befuffled, powerless, thick stockinged Grandma, whose 

words permanently regurgitate around memories of her girlish days in the war.     But today there 

was no war.  Today, like any bus adventure early in the morning when everyone sits excitedly 

babbling expectantly, phantasising about the fun to be found in the day ahead, everyone on the bus 

was getting along, open to the possibilities of a new adventure.   And then the phone rang. 



Imagine, if you will, a long suffering bus driver standing up to gain the attention of many excited 

passengers, only to tell them that they would not, after all, be going to the beach today – in fact, the 

bus wasn’t even leaving the car park.   Can you imagine the uproar?   The moans and groans and 

huffing sounds of deflated air as each personality tried their best ,or worse, to come to terms with 

news they never wanted to hear.    The nun rolled down her habit and tutted that she should have 

known better.  The mother crossed her arms and pursed her lips as she turned her stare out of the 

window.  The saboteur jumped in the driver’s seat looking furiously for the keys and the vicar began 

praying for grace to be found in the experience.   The wild child screamed her intolerance and 

stomped off to the back of the bus and as the wise old man slowly opened his mouth to channel 

words from a higher state of consciousness, she punched him. 

The sunny sky clouded over as we all sat on the stationary bus.  The saboteur couldn’t find the keys, 

which was either a stroke of luck, or the result of a life-long journey of self discovery and emergent 

maturity.   The wild child’s fury turned to a whimper and she finally let the wise old man hug her.  

Mother opened the flask of hot coffee anyway and began passing it around.  The vicar closed his 

book and smiled with genuine compassion and the nun breathed an air of graceful resignation.  But 

it was Grandma that finally saved the day.  Sleepy, ditzy old Grandma that everyone constantly 

underestimated.  “Is the bus broken”, Grandma asked generally to everyone in a semi-critical husky 

old tone.   “Um, No”, was the collective, reluctant, yet honest reply.  “Well then”, she stated in an 

apparently oblivious way that caused everyone to raise an eyebrow, “why don’t we just go 

somewhere else?” 

The day had for sure taken an unexpected turn, though underneath it all I knew it was probably for 

the best.  As the bus pulled silently out of the car park I accepted that a right turn had resolutely 

been made.  A day at the beach would have been fun while it lasted, but what ultimately would last 

is the recognition that disappointment shows us where our appointments are not.  As  

uncomfortable as it may be, as hurtful or upsetting as it is to ingest, a dis-appointment is an 

appointment that we are better off missing.   After all, there are other sights to be seen.  There are 

other days to be had and other places to explore and have fun.   Eventually, hopefully, we realise 

after the wave of emotion subsides, that it is not the shores but the sures that bring us peace and 

contentment; that it is the journeys we are forced to make in solitude, rather than the ones we 

wanted to make in company, that can bring us the best opportunities for real growth and happiness.   

And for sure, that is a journey worth taking.  

 


